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Genesis and The Origin of Nations

Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden (1530). –Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Dresden.



Genesis and The Origin of Nations

Genesis and Paradise
Adam and Eve (presumably) spoke Hebrew

The Flood; the sons of Noah
The sons of Noah who came out of the ark were Shem, Ham and Japheth
…  from them came the people who were scattered over the whole earth.

Genesis 9:18–19



Genesis and The Origin of Nations

Noah …  became drunk and lay
uncovered inside his tent. Ham, 
the father of Canaan, saw his 
father naked and told his two
brothers outside …
When Noah awoke from his wine
and found out what his youngest
son had done to him, he said …

Genesis 9:18–25



Genesis and The Origin of Nations

“Cursed be Canaan [Ham’s son]!
The lowest of slaves
will he be to his brothers.”

He also said,
“Praise be to the Lord, the God of Shem!

May Canaan be the slave of Shem.
May God extend Japheth’s territory;

may Japheth live in the tents of Shem,
and may Canaan be the slave of Japheth.”

Genesis 9:25–27



The Medieval classification

Shem – Noah’s first-born
– Descendants: the Hebrews/Semites
– Homeland: Shem remained in Asia
– Religion: the ancient, monotheistic
– Social class: priesthood



The Medieval classification

Ham – Noah’s second son
– Descendants: the Hamitic peoples
– Homeland: North Africa
– Social class: slaves and servants
– Religion: heathenry



The Medieval classification

Japheth – Noah’s youngest
– Descendants: the Japhetic peoples
– Homeland: Europe (but his territory is to be

enlarged)
– Class: nobility
– Religion: heathenry



The biblical and modern family trees

Middle Ages

Semitic

Hamitic

Japhetic



The biblical and modern family trees

Middle Ages 1800’s 1900’s

Semitic
Hamito-Semitic Afro-Asiatic

Hamitic

Japhetic Aryan; Indo-European Indo-European



The Age of Discovery and Colonialism 15th c. –



The Age of Discovery and Colonialism 15th c. –

Filippo Sassetti 1540–1588
Florentine traveller and 
merchant
– Discovered similarities

between Sanskrit and Italian
This finding was at odds with the 
theory that Asians and 
Europeans belonged to different
families (Semitic and Japhetic)



Enlightenment c. 1690–1780

Joseph Wright of Derby, A Philosopher Lecturing on the Orrery, ca. 1766



William Jones 1746–1794

British Oriental philologist.
High-court judge in Bengal
– Famous for his lecture at The 

Royal Asiatick Society of 
Bengal in 1786

– But not the first scholar to 
notice similarities between
Sanskrit and European 
langugages



William Jones 1746–1794

About the Sanskrit language, he said that it was
§ of a wonderful structure, more perfect than the Greek, more copious

than the Latin, and more exquisitively refined than both
§ related to both Latin and Greek, possibly to Gothic, Celtic and 

even Chinese and Japanese
§ derived from a presumably lost language of Hamitic origin



Jacob Bryant 1715–1804

English polyhistor and 
mythographer.
Main work (1775): 
A new system, or, An 
analysis of ancient
mythology: Wherein an 
attempt is made to divest
tradition of fable; and to 
reduce the truth to its
original purity



Jacob Bryant 1715–1804

– Classified Greeks, Romans and 
the newly discovered Indians 
as Hamites on the basis of 
mythological studies



Jacob Bryant 1715–1804

The Hamites according to Bryant
• The first heathens
• Adventurous and rebellious: 

left the land given to them by 
God

• Creative: artists and 
craftsmen

• Intelligent: appear in 
mythology as demi-gods



Jacob Bryant 1715–1804

The Japhetites acc. to Bryant:
… that encouraging propecy was
given, that Japhet should one day
be enlarged. God shall enlarge
Japhet.
This within these few centuries
has been wonderfully completed.

Jacob Bryant
A New System 1775, p. 176



Johann Gottfried von Herder 1744–1803

German literary critic and 
linguist
Known as:
–Representative of the ‘counter-

enlightenment’
– Father of nationalism
Main work: 
Abhandlung über den Ursprung
der Sprache (1777)



Johann Gottfried von Herder 1744–1803

Counter-enlightenment: against the idea that all of humanity must 
undergo the same process of civilization and progress, i.e. 
enlightenment. This would be destructive because:
• All nations are unique – belong to a given soil, carry long-

standing traditions and, most importantly, speak the same 
language

• The Volkswitz – the genius or soul of a nation – is crippled, unless
the nation is allowed to live without the interference of other
nations

• If the nation’s life is interfered with, its individuals will feel 
rootless and removed from their true self



Johann Gottfried von Herder 1744–1803

Consequences of Herder’s thinking
• The leaders of any nation should be chosen from among its own

people
• No nation should be subdued by another
• Germany, at the time divided into 300 states, should be unified:

… and we must try, in everything we do, to instill that great feeling: 
that we are one nation, of one fatherland, one language



Johann Gottfried von Herder 1744–1803

Herder’s contemporaries were sceptical:
• A state without a king, emperor or clerical leadership?
• A state built on a shared language and culture?
• Equal validity given to all cultures?



Romanticism 1800–1870

Johan Thomas Lundbye: A 
burial mound from ancient
times at Raklev on Refsnæs, 
1839.



Romanticism

Linguistics
1813 – Thomas Young coins the term Indo-European
1819 – Friedrich Schlegel compares Skt. ārya ‘noble’ and the name of 

Iran (from Middle Persian Eran) with Gm. Ehre ‘honour’; this
etymology is wrong, but he mistakenly concludes that the 
Indo-Europeans must have referred to themselves as ‘Aryan’



Physical anthropology

Early attempts, now deemed pseudoscientific:



Craniometry

Evolutionary hierarchies of dolicho- and brachycephalic (long-skulled
and short-skulled) races. Sir Francis Galton 1869: Hereditary Genius.



Phrenology

Vaught's Practical 
Character Reader:
A beginner's guide 
to phrenological
madness (1902)



Physiognomy

Sophus Schack: Physiognomiske Studier (1858–59; new ed. 1880).



Physical anthropology: Practical application

Racial hygiene
Suggestions to sterilize the retarded, criminal, homosexual, 
alcoholic, epileptic around 1930



Opposition to physical anthropology

Racial anthropology met opposition from
• Competing anthropological studies
• The linguists’ discovery of a family of languages that included

both European and Indo-Iranian languages



Friedrich Max Müller 1823–1900

The greatest philologist and 
Orientalist of his day
Born and educated in Germany
Professor at Oxford



Max Müller on physical anthropology

Rejected the findings of physical anthropologists; urgently
encouraged a separation of anthropology and linguistics:

the two sciences, the science of language and the science of Man, 
cannot, at least for the present, be kept too much asunder …
When each of these sciences shall have carried out independently its
own classification of men, and of languages, then, and then only, will it 
be time to compare their results … 



Max Müller and the brotherhood of man

In Max Müller’s view, the colonial lords and their subjects were still 
united in an Aryan brotherhood:
We challenge the seeming stranger, and whether he answer with the 
lips of a Greek, a German, or an Indian, we recognize him as one of 
ourselves.
Мen are brethren in the simplest sense of the word – the children of the 
same father. 

Friedrich Max Müller, speech given in Strassbourg, 1872



Isaac Taylor’s riposte to Max Müller

The English philosophical and historical writer, inventor and artist 
wouldn’t have it:

… the whilom tyranny of the Sanskritists is happily overpast, and it is 
seen that hasty philological deductions require to be systematically
checked by the conclusions of prehistoric archeology, craniology, 
anthropology, geology and common sense.

Isaac Taylor
The Origin of the Aryans 1889, s. 332



Joseph Arthur comte de Gobineau 1816–1882

French diplomat, writer, royalist
Main work:
Essai sur l'inégalité des races 
humaines 1853–1855



Joseph Arthur comte de Gobineau 1816–1882

Took up an old idea of Henri de Boulainvilliers (1658–1722) about the 
stratification of the French population:
• The lower class (originally peasantry) descended from Romans 

and Celts that inhabited France before the fall of Rome
• The aristocracy (clergy and nobility) descended from the 

Germanic Franks that invaded the area after the fall of Rome 
Empire



Joseph Arthur comte de Gobineau 1816–1882

Gobineau’s view on French and European history:
• The Germanic/Aryan race was the only noble one
• The French Revolution (1789–99) had demolished a perfect social 

order by exterminating large parts of the aristocracy and raise the 
lower class to power

• Miscegenation would bring an end to French and European 
civilization



Christian Lassen 1800–1876

Norwegian indologist
Professor at the University of Bonn
Main work:
Indische Altertumskunde.



Christian Lassen 1800–1876

– Saw the contrast between Aryan and
Semitic languages  as a sign of racial 
incompatibility – and of a continued 
battle between the two, which the 
Semites were predestined to lose



Houston Stewart Chamberlain 1855–1927

English-born, German political
philosopher and antisemite
Married Richard Wagner’s daughter
Main work:
Die Grundlagen des neunzehnten
Jahrhunderts



Houston Stewart Chamberlain 1855–1927

– Believed in a superior ‘Teutonic’ race, 
consisting of Germans, Celts and Slavs:
The Teuton is the soul of our culture …
If we look around, we see that the 
importance of each nation as a living
power today is dependent upon the 
proportion of genuinely Teutonic blood in 
its population.
Only Teutons sit on the thrones of Europe.



Houston Stewart Chamberlain 1855–1927

– Felt that Teutonic culture was about to 
become overrun by Jews

– Predicted a bloody confrontation



Madison Grant 1865–1937

American lawyer, Nordicist, racist.
Main work:
The passing of the great race
– a.k.a. ”Hitler’s Bible”



Linguistics

– Enormous progress through a 
rigorous and positivistic
method

– The method was baptized
Junggrammatik or, in English, 
the Neogrammarian Method

Rasmus Rask

Jakob Grimm



1900s, first half

Pablo Picasso, Guernica, 1937.

1900s, first half



Nazism and the Second World War

• An ideology, built solely on the glorification and propagation of 
the Aryan race

• The Aryan homeland was identified, wrongly, as Scandinavia
• The Aryans were described, wrongly, as blonde and blue-eyed
• Germanic people, Northern Frenchmen and ditto Italians, who

were seen to have Germanic blood, were defined as true Aryans
• Slavs and Romas were classified as sub-humans
• Jews were classified as non-humans
• The German culture as well as the various European cultures

were to be cleansed of all foreign elements



1900s, second half

Pilgrimage/See for Yourself: a 
journey to a Neolithic Goddess cave, 
1977. Mary Beth Edelson



1900s, after the Second World War

Archaeology
‘Pots are not people’: opposition to the idea that all change in 
prehistoric societies results from migrations: pots can be borrowed, 
bought, sold, copied etc.
Linguistics
Opposition to the idea that language is necessarily spread through
migrations; languages can influence each other
Indo-European studies in general
A lack of interest in the Indo-Europeans as an actual people
Many Indo-Europeanists were convinced that the IE languages
spread through migrations; many archaeologists disagreed



Marija Gimbutas 1921–1994

Lithuanian-American 
archaeologist
Professor at UCLA
Famous for her work on the 
Kurgan hypothesis and Goddess-
theory



Marija Gimbutas 1921–1994

The kurgan hypothesis
– The Indo-Europeans had come

from the Pontic Steppe.
– Were a patriarchal, warfaring, 

invasive culture
– Buried their dead in 
kurgans/burial mounds.

The goddess/Old Europe theory
– The original Europeans were

egalitarian, peaceful farmers.
– Worshipped a female fertility

goddess.
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Marija Gimbutas 1921–1994

The kurgan hypothesis
– The Indo-Europeans had come

from the Pontic Steppe
– Were a patriarchal, warfaring, 

invasive culture
– Buried their dead in 
kurgans/burial mounds

The goddess/Old Europe theory
– The original Europeans were

egalitarian, peaceful farmers
– Worshipped a female fertility

goddess
Upper-palaeolithic
Venus/goddess of 
Willendorf.



Marija Gimbutas, impact

The Kurgan hypothesis
– Confirmed the most widely accepted theory among Indo-

Europeanists: that the Proto-Indo-Europeans were nomadic
herders that originated on the Pontic steppe

– However, some considere the image of invading patriarchal
warriors to be a fascist dream

The Goddess theory
– Deemed unsubstantiated and unfounded by most archaeologists

even today
– However, feminist artists and writers embraced the Goddess

theory as intuitively right



Edward Said 1935–2003

Palestinian/American literature
theoretician
Professor at Columbia 
University
Main work:
Orientalism 1978



Edward Said 1935–2003

– Describes the West’s view of 
the Orient as stereotypical
and patronizing

– Sees Indo-European studies 
as a tool for British, French 
and American imperialism

– Sees Semitic philology as an 
attempt to differentiate
Jewish and Western culture



Colin Renfrew

British archaeologist. Professor at Cambridge.
Main work: Language and archaeology. The puzzle of Indo-European
origins (1987)



Colin Renfrew

Presents the Anatolian hypothesis: The Proto-Indo-Europeans were
sedentary farmers that diffused slowly from an Anatolian homeland
– in opposition to Marija Gimbutas and most Indo-Europeanists



Colin Renfrew

… to refer to social or indeed religious institutions as ‘Indo-European’, or by
any other linguistic designation, makes no sense at all.

”Indo-European’ designates languages: not pots and not institutions.” 
Antiquity 79/305, 2005



Colin Renfrew

Kristian Kristiansen, cogent critic though he may be, commits a
category error of a depressingly familiar kind.
It is a confusion which has led distinguished scholars such as Dumézil
into error, and which, by allowing the conflation of such categories as
language, ethnicity, race and institution, worked to the detriment of
many groups and nations during the twentieth century, and now, no
doubt, also in the twenty-first.

Colin Renfrew
‘Indo-European’ designates languages: not pots and not institutions.

Antiquity 79/305, 2005



James P. Mallory

Irish-American archaeologist.
Professor at Queen’s University of Belfast.
Author of:
In search of the Indo-Europeans: 
Language, archaeology and myth (1989)
– Takes a similar stance as Gimbutas
– Like Gimbutas, but unlike Renfrew, he

incorporates linguistic evidence in his
archaeological studies

– Together with Renfrew (1987), his book
sparked new interest in the topic



3rd millennium

Biology
The discovery of ancient DNA and strontium isotopes revolutionizes
knowledge about migrations (see the talk by Schroeder)
The Indo-European migrations are back on the agenda
Linguistics
Palaeolinguistics now seriously employed to reconstruct prehistoric
cultures (see the talks by Olsen, Hyllested, Serangeli); evidence of the 
language of the neolithic (see the talks by Iversen & Kroonen)



David W Anthony

American archaeologist.
Professor at Hartwick College.
Known for his synthesis of the 
disciplines.
Main work:
The horse, the wheel and 
language: How Bronze-Age riders 
from the Eurasian steppes shaped
the modern world (2007)



David W Anthony

American archaeologist.
Professor at Hartwick College.
Known for his synthesis of the 
disciplines.
Main work:
The horse, the wheel and language: 
How Bronze-Age riders from the 
Eurasian steppes shaped the 
modern world (2007)



Colin Renfrew



Marija Gimbutas Memorial Lecture 2018
by Colin Renfrew



Summary
Hitler’s Aryans and the scholarly world’s Proto-Indo-Europeans have 
little in common:
• The Proto-Indo-European homeland was not in Scandinavia, but 

probably on the Pontic steppe
• The Proto-Indo-Europeans were not blonde and blue-eyed
• The etymologically correct meaning of the term Aryan is ‘Indo-

Iranian’
• Obviously, there is no evidence that the Proto-Indo-Europeans 

belonged to a ‘supreme race’



Summary
An unanswered question:
– Why are the proposed migrations of the Indo-European peoples

considered to be a fascist invention?
A tentative answer:
– Because we want the National Socialists to be wrong: We don’t
want the Indo-Europeans to be warfaring invaders

– In a sense, then, those of us who study these peoples, their
migrations and genes are guilty by association


